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You don’t just plant a tree to get apples from it; no, a tree is simply
beautiful, and it’s important that it be so, not just that it be useful for
something. And that’s what many writers, not many, but still some

writers and artists try to do, namely to simply create something which
will then be there and can become the shared possession of humanity –

simply because it’s good that it’s there.

Michael Ende
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The encounter between a reader and a book can be an

adventure that changes the course of the reader’s life. For this
reason it’s necessary to say a few words here at the start.
Fantastica is a realm without borders. This encyclopedia, on the
other hand, is not neverending. The selection of entries necessarily
had to be kept within certain limits. Therefore, if you cannot find a
specific entry for one topic or other, do what Michael Ende would
suggest: Use your own imagination. Maybe it’ll help you find a
link with a related entry. Or maybe your imagination itself will
provide the answer to your question.

The inhabitants of Fantastica are assembled here. What’s more,
terms that are important to Michael Ende’s poetic concept also
make an appearance. They’re all jumbled up together and subject
only to alphabetical order – because for Fantastica they are all of
equal importance. Maybe this mix will inspire readers to dive
deeper into Michael Ende’s imaginative world.

“The sacred book of the imagination” – this is what the Polish
scholar Alicja Baluch called The Neverending Story. And indeed,
this book, like Michael Ende’s other books, is characterized by an
enormous wealth of imaginative invention. The same quality that
continues to excite readers the world over drew suspicion from
literary critics when the book was first published: The author was
accused of escapism. The interplay between different narrative
levels, the immersion in the world of imagination, the wealth of
meaning – together they were interpreted as lacking any
connection to reality. In a time when books had to be relevant, the
critics didn’t know what to do with the imagination. Ende’s talent
for painterly inspiration, his interplay of self-reflexive imagery,
meant to avoid any one-sided or narrow interpretations of the
world he’d created, was as incomprehensible to the critics as it
was captivating to readers.

For his part, Michael Ende saw the imagination being
threatened by the forces of disenchantment – forces working on



behalf of a functional worldview that kill the imagination and
seek to prevent journeys to Fantastica. These forces take their
clearest form in the “Grey Gentlemen” that appear in Momo. In
The Neverending Story they are the unknown persons or creatures
behind the werewold Gmork’s mission who are seeking to destroy
Fantastica.

In other cultures and in earlier times, however, people knew
that poesy was part of the self. For Michael Ende it was the very
basis of life, more important than eating and drinking:

Poesy is the creative capacity of a person to experience and
rediscover themselves in the world, and the world in themselves,
again and again, and always in new ways.1

Ende’s imaginative world carries on the legacy of German
Romanticism and should be seen in the context of figures like
E.T.A. Hoffman and Novalis. “When no more numbers and
figures / hold the key to all creatures […] And when one sees, in
tales and poems / Eternal stories of the globe […]”2. In his play
Das Gauklermärchen (“The Trickster’s Fairy Tale”) Ende has Jojo
say: “You mean that imagination isn’t real? It is from imagination
alone that future worlds grow: Inside what we create, we are
free.”3

As was the case with his notion of “magical theatre,” Michael
Ende’s aim was to create something that does not instruct, but
rather “enchants,” and transports the reader to another world.4
Perhaps this book can also help a little bit on that score.
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Fantastica is the realm of myths and fairy tales, the realm from

which all stories come, as well as the urge to tell them and to
listen to them. Not for nothing is the journey through this realm
called The Neverending Story. Because, like the human imagination,
Fantastica is boundless:

In this world there are no measurable outer distances, and thus
the words “near” and “far” have a different meaning. All these
things are subject to the inner state and the will of whichever
person is travelling a particular route. Since Fantastica is
boundless, its centre can be anywhere – or rather, it is no nearer
or farther than anywhere else. It depends completely on the
person who wishes to get to the centre. And this innermost centre
of Fantastica is of course the Ivory Tower.5

True, in Fantastica there is occasional mention of the cardinal
directions (Southern Oracle, Wind Giants), but these are not
absolute; rather they shift depending on wherever you happen to
be standing. Similarly, just as a house rests on a foundation, so
Fantastica rests on the forgotten dreams of humankind, which are
stored in the Picture Mine. But this too should not be understood
visually – in a realm without borders there can be no “up” or
“down.”

Time, too, is neverending in Fantastica: Everything that
happens is written down by the Old Man of Wandering
Mountain. But does it happen because he writes it down, or does
he write it down because it happens? Morla the Aged One says of
the Childlike Empress that her existence is not measured in time
but rather in names. She must continually be renamed by human
beings or else she dies – imagination incarnate6. By that same



token, Fantastica has no history that can be told chronologically,
neatly chronicled by date and place of occurrence.

So how are we to navigate such a realm? We humans live in
both worlds: in the world outside, which Michael Ende called the
“Outer World,” and in the world of dreams and wishes, as well as
fears and nightmares, namely “Fantastica.” There, many things
are different than in the human world.

In Fantastica, for example, no distinction is made between
good and evil: All creatures are equally important. If we take a
close look at Ende’s poetic concept, we start to understand why
that is: Art is like a dream. It doesn’t instruct; it only portrays.
What would Shakespeare’s Othello be without Iago, or Macbeth
without the evil Lady Macbeth? One cannot judge dreams from a
moral standpoint. The portrayal of evil is not itself evil; the
portrayal of the sacred is not itself sacred.7

The inhabitants of Fantastica are thus as motley and diverse as
the imagination from which they come. Over and over, we
encounter figures that we recognize from other books, for they are
bouncing around in Bastian’s head together with his own
inventions. The authors of the great masterpieces of literature, art,
and music throughout the ages have all been enthusiastic
travellers in the realm of Fantastica.

But how do you enter or leave a world that has no borders?
Over and over again, magical portals turn up that make the
journey possible: hidden doors, secret corridors, or invisible train
platforms … Bastian finds the entrance while reading in the attic
of his school. This entrance, however, is not located in the attic
itself, which is part of the Outer World. It is also not located in the
book. Only through the act of reading itself does Bastian manage
to reach Fantastica:

“Michael Ende, the attuned receiver of the keenest reflections,
sets out on the greatest of all adventures, that of a mirror-book, in
which the different levels of reality are carefully brought into
alignment: the world of the reader and that of the book are united,
without negating each other, and thus come to form a nameless



third entity. It is this third entity that plays the most important role
in the novel; it is the story of this third entity that the book tells.”8

The act of reading is an immensely personal, even intimate,
matter. And so Fantastica looks different to every traveller. “Every
real story is a Neverending Story … There are many doors to
Fantastica.”9

The individual counts, not the collective. The subjective
imagination is the path to Fantastica; there is no perfect formula
for entry. Michael Ende was mistrustful of all ideologies. To him
the idea that society generates consciousness was deeply suspect.
He couldn’t have been farther removed from Brecht and the
notion of littérature engagée that was dominant well into the 1980s
than he was in one particular respect: in Ende’s view, only a new
type of consciousness could create change in society. And in
accordance with this view, Bastian has no use for books in which
“a writer tried to convince him of something”10. They won’t help
you find the way to Fantastica.

This touches on one of the central points in Michael Ende’s
imaginative world: Everything that is essential bears its purpose
within itself – and this includes art. It doesn’t explain the world,
rather it portrays it.11 For that reason, it doesn’t have to justify
itself with a message. An artist considers “‘Erkenntnis-Ideen’ –
‘ideas of knowledge’ or ‘revelatory ideas,’ such as, for example, a
message – not as his aim, but rather as part of his material.”12

“One can admire palaces of thought – but artists are nomads:
Once they’ve exhausted one worldview, they move on.”13

But what is Fantastica? An alternative world, onto which we
can project our longing for peace and a world made whole? A
place where silly little fat boys like Bastian Balthazar Bux
suddenly become handsome, strong, brave heroes? It is none of
these things. Bastian’s heroism does not consist solely in his
making neat, good, and noble choices. He falls for the wiles of the
sorceress Xayide, even raises his magic sword against his friend
Atreyu, and only barely escapes the City of the Old Emperors,
which is gloomily reminiscent of an insane asylum. Lying in wait



within Fantastica itself are deadly swamps, indifferent giant
turtles, and dangerous monsters like the spider-like creature
Ygramul or the werewolf Gmork. And unlike those found in the
works of fantasy literature, these creatures are not there simply to
be defeated by the hero. Atreyu kills neither Ygramul nor Gmork.
They aren’t the ones who pose a danger to Fantastica; there is no
reason to do away with them.

It wasn’t Ende’s intention to flee from the human world into a
better world called Fantastica, as he was often accused of in the
course of the escapism debate. After all, the Nothing that
threatens Fantastica, that banal, meaningless world in which the
imagination is disavowed or ridiculed as the invention of
screwballs or nitwits, has as its mirror image the equally
meaningless and banal City of the Old Emperors, where those
humans who can’t find their way back out of Fantastica end up.
The Nothing and the City of the Old Emperors, banality and
creativity, are mirror images of each other. From nothingness
arises the will for creative action.

Fantastica and the human world are two sides of the same
coin, inside and outside, which could not exist without each other.
The realm of the Childlike Empress is not a transcendental one,
but rather part of this world. Imagination, indeed, is not just a
feeling, but rather a complete whole, which also encompasses the
intellect and the senses. Carl Conrad Coreander describes this
interaction between worlds: “There are people who can never go
to Fantastica […] and others who can, but who stay there forever.
And there are just a few who go to Fantastica and come back. Like
you. And they make both worlds well again.”14

It is a challenge not only to reach Fantastica, but also to leave it
again, because the true driving force in Fantastica is the will. “Do
What You Wish”: These are the words written on the back of
AURYN. Ende took this device, which passed from St. Augustine
to Rabelais and on into the modern era, from Aleister Crowley
(“Do what thou wilt”), an advocate of modern occultism who lived
from 1875 to 1947. And it isn’t just in The Neverending Story that
Michael Ende uses this device. In Die Zauberschule (“The School of
Magic”) for example he writes:



1. You can only truly wish for that which you consider possible.
2. You can only consider possible that which is part of your story.
3. Only that which you truly wish for is part of your story.15

Those who allow themselves to be led merely by superficial
desires and wants will lose themselves, forget their former lives,
even their names, and finally end up in the City of the Old
Emperors. When the will that drives you is extinguished, you
cannot find your way out of the land without borders. Like the
wickerwork ships of the Yskalnari that are powered by pure
thought-power, the traveller in Fantastica moves forward only by
the force of their will. The will as driving force in a land without
borders, the real threat posed to the self by its own interior life –
here Michael Ende goes far beyond conventional children’s book
fare. But then again, must we draw so sharp a distinction between
books for children and books for adults? Doesn’t Bastian find The
Neverending Story in a store where, according to Carl Conrad
Coreander, there are no books for children? And isn’t Coreander
himself immersed in this book before Bastian steals it?

Throughout his life, Michael Ende refused to draw a
distinction between literature for children and literature for
adults. And indeed, The Neverending Story has been cherished by
children and adults alike. Ende said of himself:

I am a primitive man and hail from a Central European reservation
[…]: Children’s literature. It’s one of those places that are tolerated
with a mild smile of condescension by those who inhabit the
desert of civilization; that are coddled by certain do-gooder
organizations; but that, in the main, are scorned by all – like most
things, incidentally, that have to do with children.16

And yet, Ende continued, all these different classifications –
children’s and adult literature, realism and fantasy – are pure
nonsense. They only came to be in a “stripped-down, functional
world,” in which “everything mysterious has been explained
away.”17 Since the boom in the natural sciences in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, it seemed to have become possible to find
an explanation for everything. The world: a pile of space dust.



Human ideals: nothing but biochemical processes. Today only
children are still allowed to live in a world full of magic and
purpose, a world which adults and children used to inhabit
together. The great works of world literature contain many
fantastic elements. If Faust or The Odyssey were to be published
today, said Ende, they would probably be dismissed as children’s
literature.

But it is precisely in the unintentional play of a child that Ende
– in the tradition of Schiller, but also of Nietzsche – sees the
embodiment of art’s ideal. Therefore, a children’s book can
equally be a book for adults, just as a book for adults can also be
understood by children.

Regarding his motivations for setting stories in the realm of the
fantastic, Michael Ende wrote:

What moves me to do it […] is nothing other than that which
moves the unconscious in each of us to express what is
happening within our souls in the images of a dream. This form of
expression readily suggests itself, because for me, poesy and art
consist in nothing else but the effort to transform exterior images
into interior images and interior images into exterior images (as
was once the norm in all cultures, incidentally). In my view it is
only through this “Poeticization” (Novalis) that the world becomes
inhabitable for people. What I mean by that is, only when a person
recognizes themselves in the world around them – and
conversely, when they find the images of the world in their own
soul – can they feel at home in this world. Precisely therein lies
the essence of all culture.18
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It may be of help to readers who set out to explore the

boundless realm of Fantastica in English to learn something of the
name’s etymology. “Fantastica” is translator Ralph Manheim’s
rendering of Michael Ende’s Phantásien, a word which combines
Phantasie, or “imagination,” with the suffix -ien, commonly found
in German names for countries, such as Spanien (Spain) and Italien
(Italy). Phantásien, then, in an etymological sense, is the “Land of
Imagination.”

Michael Ende’s writing is rich with such wordplay and
allusion. Throughout this book, there are instances where a deeper
examination of Ende’s original German may provide readers of
English with additional insight into the world of The Neverending
Story. In these instances, I’ve inserted footnotes for further
clarification.

In general, the entries in this book are based on Ralph
Manheim’s 1983 translation of The Neverending Story. All page
references are to the 2005 Firebird edition.



A
A, a

The first letter of the Latin alphabet, which consists of a total of
twenty-six letters. All the stories in the world, whether they be
fantastic or realistic, invented or almost true, are written using a
combination of these twenty-six letters. Is that not a miracle?

Acharis
The Acharis are likely the ugliest creatures in the entire

boundless Fantastican world. Their ugliness is so
incomprehensible that they must cry thousands of tears over it.
For this reason, they are also called the “Everlasting Weepers.”
But a great secret is hidden in their salty teardrops: with them the
Acharis are able to wash the most beautiful silver in Fantastica
from the depths of the earth and transform it into the most
wonderful filigree. A long time ago the Acharis fashioned the
material out of which the splendid silver city of Amarganth was
built. The city floats in the middle of the lake of Moru, which was
formed by the flood of their tears. Bastian transforms them into
butterfly-clowns, also known as Shlamoofs.

Alchemy
Alchemy is much more than the predecessor of modern

chemistry. It is a comprehensive, thoroughly magical way of
seeing the world. Michael Ende drew constantly on the wealth of
images contained in such conceptions of the world. Alchemy was
made famous and literarily “respectable” by another prominent
Fantastica traveller: Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, whose Faust
Ende naturally knew well.
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